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On tk, A gebra of Logic.
By C. S. PEIRCE.

CIIAPTER I. -SYLLOGISTIC.

? 1. Deritvalion of Logic.

IN orcler to gain a clear uincderstanding of the origin of the various signs use
in logrical algebra and the reasons of the fundamental formul,, we ou,ght to
begin iby considering r hiow logic itself arises.

Thinkincr as cerebration, is no doubt subject to the general laws of nervous
action.

Wlhen a grouip of nerves are stimulated, the ganglions with which the group
is most initimately coninected on the whole are tlhrown into an active state,

wlhich in turn usually occasions movements of tlhe body. The stimulationi COntinuiicng the irritation spreads from ganglionl to ganglioni (usually incrqeasing
meantime). Soon, too, the parts first excited begin to slhow fatig,ue; and tlllls for

a double reason the bodily activity is of a chancring kinid. Wlhen the stimutlus
is withdrawn, the excitement quickly subsides.

It resuilts fromn these facts that wlhen a nerve is affected, the reflex action,
if it is not at first of the sort to remnove the irritation, will changre its clharacter again and again until the irritation is removed; anid thlen the actionwill
cease.

Now, all vital processes tenid to become easier on repetition. Along, whatever

path a nervous discharge has once taken place, in that path a new disclhar(ge is
the more likely to take place.

Accordingly, when an irritation of the nerves is repeated, all the various
actions which have taken place on previouis simiilar occasions are the mnore likely

to take place inow, and those are most lilkly to take place wlich hiave mi1ost
frequLently taken placc1 on those previous occasion1s. Now, the various actions

wlhich did not remove the irritation may have previotusly sometimes been performed and sometimes not; but the actioIn Avlwiclh removes the irritation mulsst
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16 PEIJCE: On the Alyebra of Loyic.

have always been performed, because the action must have e

until it was performeed. Hence, a strolng, lhabit of respondin
tion in this particular way must quickly be establishecl.
A habit so acquired mnay be transmitted by inheritance.
One of the most important of our habits is tllat one by virtue of which certain
classes of stimuli throw uis at first, at least, into a purely cerebral activitv.

Very often it is not ani otutward sensatioll buLt only a fancy wlhiclh starts the

train of tlhoug,ht. In otlher words, the irritationi instead of beingr Peripheral is
visceral. In such a case the activity has for the most part the same character;
ani inward action removes the inward excitation. A fancied conjulncture leads us

to fancy an appropriate line of action. It is found that such events, thoug'h no
external action takes place, strongly contribute to the formation of habits of
really actiIng in the fancied way wlhen the fancied occasion really arises.
A cerebral habit of the hiighest kind, which will determine wlhat we do in

fancy as wvell as what wve do in action, is called a leiief. The representation to
ourselves that we have a specified hiabit of this kind is called a judCgmne)t. A

belief-lhabit in its developmenit beegins by being vacue, special, and meagre; it
becomes more precise, general, and full, without limnit. The process of tllis de-

velopment, so far as it takes place in the imag,ination, is called 1ltotl/it. A judgmnent is formyied; anid under the influence of a belief-lhabit this gives rise to a new

jucldgment, indicating, an addition to belief. Suclh a process is called an iferenece;
the antecedent judgrment is called the p),em?ise; the consequenit judgment, the
Conclusion; the habit of thought, wlicih determined the passare from tlle olle to
the otlher (when formuilated as a proposition), the lead?ig principle.
At the same tinme that this process of inference, or the spontianeous develop-

ment of belief, is continually (roing oni withlinl us, freslh periplheral excitations are
also continiually creatinge new belief-lhabits. Thus, belief is partly determined by
old beliefs and partly by new experience. Is tllere any law abouit the mode of

the peripheral excitations ? The locrician maintains that there is, namely, that the

are all adapted to an end, that of carrying, belief, in the long, run, toward certa
predestinate concluisions which are the same for all men. This is the faith of tlle
logician. This is the matter of fact, upon which all maximus of reasoning repose.

In virtue of this fact, what is to be believed at last is independent of what lhas
been believed hitherto, anid therefore has the character of r9eality. Hence, if a

given habit, considerecl asc determiiiniilng an iniference, is of such a sort as to tend
toward the fiinal result, it is correct; otlherwise not. Tlhus, iufereinces becomne

(livisible into the valid ani-d the inivalid; anid tlhus logic takes its reason of
existence.
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? 2. S,yllogismn anid Dialogisni.
The general type of inference is
p

where .-. is the sign of illation.

The passagre from the premise (or set of premises) P to the conclusion C
takes place according to a habit or rule active within us. All the inferences
which that hiabit would determine when once the proper premises were admit-

ted, form a class. Thle habit is logically good provided it wouild never (or in the

case of a probable inference, seldom) lead from a true premise to a fialse conclusion; otherwise it is logrically bad. That is, every possible case of the operation of a good habit would either be one in wlichl the prernise was false or one

in which the conclusion would be true ; whereas, if a habit of inference is bad,
there is a possible case in which the preinise would be true, wllile the conclusion
was false. Wlhen we speak of a possible case, we conceive that from the general
descriptioni of cases we have struck out all those kinds which we know hoxv to
describe in general terms but whlich we know never will occur; those that then

rem-iain, embracing, all whose non-occurrence we are not certain of, togrether wit
all those whose noon-occurrence we cannot explain on any general principle, are
called. possible.

A habit of inferenlce may be forinulated in a proposition which sliall state

thlat every proposition c, related in a given general way to any true proposition p,

is true. Such a proposition is called the leacling principle of the class of inferenices whose validity it iiiplies. When the inference is first drawn, the leading,
principle is not present to the mind, but tlle habit it formulates is active in such

a way that, uipon contemplating the believed prenmise, by a sort of perception the
conclusion is jutdged to be true.* Afterwards, wlhen the inference is subjected to

logical criticism, we make a new inference, of which onie premlise is that leading

principle of the former inference, accordinig to whlich propositions related to one
another in a certain way are fit to be premise and conclusion of a valid inference,

while another premise is a fact of observation, namely, that the given relation
does subsist between tlle premise and conclusion of the inference under criticism;
wlhence it is concluded that the inference was valid.

Log,ic supposes inferences not only to be drawnr, but also to be subjected to
criticism; and therefore we not only require the formn P.-. C to express an argu* Thoug)h the leading principle itself is not present to the mnind, we are generally coniscious of iniferrinlg
oni some general prinlciple.
3
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ment, but also a form, Pi -< Ci, to express the trLitli of its
Here Pi denotes any one of the class of prenlises, and Ci the c
cltusion. The symbol < is the copula, and signifies primaril
of thinigs in which a proposition of the class Pi is true is a state of tlings in
which the corresponding propositions of the class Ci are true. But logic (also
supposes some inferences to be invalid, antd must lhave a forrm for denying, the

lea(ling premise. This we shall write Pi < C1, CG clAsh over aniy sy2bol sigwy fywg
wi our notation the egacltiee of thta Vsy2zbol.*

Thus, the form Pi C< Ci implies
eilhei, 1, that it is impossible that a premise of tlle class Pi should be true,
or, 2, that every state of thilngs in which Pi is true is a state of tlhings in wlhicl
the corresponiding Ci is true.

The form Pi < Ci implies
both, 1, that a premise of tlle class P, is possible,

and, 2, that amongf the possible cases of thle truth of a Pi there is one in wlich
the correspondinu Ci is not true.

This acceptationi of the copula differs fromn tllat of otlher systems of syllog,istic
in a manner wliich will be explained below in treatingr of the neg,ative.

In the form of inference P .-. C the leading principle is not expressed; and

the inference might be justified on several separate principles. Onie of these,

lowever, Pi < Ci, is the formulation of the lhabit wlich, in point of fact, has
governed the iniferences. This principle contaills all that is necessary besides the

premise P to justify the conelusion. (It will generally assert more tlhani is necessary.) We may, therefore, construct a new aiguument wliclh shall h\ave for its

premises the two propositions P and Pi < Ci taken torether, and for its conclusion, C. This argumnent, no doubt, las, like every otlier, its leacling principle,
because the inference is governed by somne habit; buit yet the substance of the

leading principle must alreacy be contained iilplicitly in the premises, because

the proposition Pi < Ci contain-s by hypothesis all that is requisite to justify
the inference of C frorn P. Suclh a leadingr priniciple, wlich contains no fact not
implied or observable in the premnises, is termedl a logical principle, and the argument it governs is termed a comnplele, in contradistinction to an icomoplele, argrument, or e9dtllyhemne.

The above will be made clear by an examnple. Let uis begin with the entllyneme,

Enoch was a main,
Enoch died.
* This dash was usedl by Boole, but inot over other thaiu class-signis.
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The leading principle of this is, " All menl die." Stating it, we get the complete
argumuent,

All men die,

Enocll was a milani;

Enioclh was to die.

The leadingr principle of this is no/a ntolcte est nol/a rei ikiuts. Stating this as a

premise, we lhave the argument,
ota, notace esl no/a rei ijsihts,

Mortality is a marli of lhumiianiity, whiclh is a mnark of Eniochl;
Mortality is a mark of Enoclh.

Btut this very same principle of the noca nolace is acgain active in time drawino of
this last inference, so that the last state of the argument is no miiore conlplete
than the last but one.

There is anotlher way of renidering ani argument comiplete, namely, ini
of adding tlle leading principle Pi < Ci coiijtunctively to the premuise P, to
a new arg,ument, wve mighlit add its denial disjunctively to the conclusion ; thus,
p

Either C or Pi -< Ci.
A logical principle is said to be an ecmp/l or merely formal proposition, becaluse
it can add niotlhing to the premrises of the arguiment it governs, although it is rele-

vanlt; so tlhat it imiiplies no fact except such as is presupposed in all cliscoturse, as

we have seen in ? I that certain facts are implied. We may here clistingui'sh betwveen logical and ex/-calogical validity; the foriier being that of a conpldec, the latter

that of an incomplete argument. The term logictal lead(ing principle we may take to
nmean the principle which miiust be supposed true in order to sustain the logical
validity of any arg,ument. Such a principle states that among, all the states of
things wllich can be suipposed without conflict with logical principles, those in

which the premise of the argtumnent would be true would also be cases of the truith

of the conclusion. Nothing mor-e than this would be relevant to the logical leading
princz,vle, whiclh is, therefore, perfectly determinate and not vague, as we have
seen an extralog-ical leadin(g principle to be.

A complete argument, with onily one premnise, is called an inunediale inference

Exam]zplfe: All crows are black birds; therefore, all crows are birds. If from

the premise of such an argtument everythin-gcf reclundant is onmitted, the stat
of tlhings expressed in the premise is the same as the state of tlhings expressed

in the conclusioni, and only the form of expression is changedl. Now, the
logfician does not undertake to eniumerate all the ways of expressing, faetfs:
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hle supposes the facts to be already expressed in certain standard or canonical.
forms. But the equivalence between different ones of his own staindard forms is

of the hig,hest importance to him, and thus certain iimmtnediate inferenlces p
great part in formal logic. Some of these will niot be reciprocal inferences or

logical equiations, but the most important of tlheml will lhave that character.

If one fact has suchl a relation to a different one that, if the fornmer be true,
the latter is necessarily or probably trine, this relation constituites a determinate
fact; and tlherefore, since the leading principle of a complete argument involves
no matter of fact (beyond those employed in all discourse), it follows that every
complete and matlerital (in opposition to a merely formnal) argtument must lhave at
least two premises.

From the doctrine of the leading priniciple it appears that if we have a valid
and complete argument from more than one premise, we inay suppress all premnises
but one and still lhave a valid but incomplete arrgumelt. This argulmient is jtustified by the suppressed premises; hence, froin these premises alolle we m(ay infer

that the conclusiolnv would follow fionm the remnaining premises. Ili this way,
then, the original argument
P Q R2 S T
.P. C

is broken up into two, inamely, 1st,
P Q RS
.3T? C
and,

2d,

T

C
T

C.

By repeating this process, any argument may be broken lip into arguments of two

preinises each. A complete argumenlt having two premises is called a sylloyism.*
An argument may also be broken iup in a different way by substituting for
the second constituent above, the form

T < C
Either C or not T.

In this way, any argument may be resolved into argouments, eaclh of whlich
one premise and two alternative conclusions. Such all argument, when comiplete
may be called a dialogisw.
*t The general doctrine of this section is contaiiied in my paper, Oa the Classification of Aryyponc'ats, 1867.
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? 3. Forms of Propositions.

In place of the two expressions A -< B and B -< A taken together we

may write A - B; * in place of the two expressions A -< B anid B -< A taken

to,ether we may write A < B or B> A; and in place of the two expressionis

A < B and B -< A taken together we may write A B.

De Morgan, in the remarkable memoir with which he opened his discussion
of the syllogism (1846, p. 380), lhas pointed out that we often carry on reasoning,

under an implied restriction as to what we shall consider as possible, which restriction, applying to the wlhole of what is said, need not be expressed. The
total of all that we consider possible is called the universe of discourse, and may

be very limited. One mode of liiniting our universe is by considering only
what actually occurs, so that everything which does not occur is regarded as
impossible.

The forms A < B, or A implies B, and A < B, or A does not imply B,
embrace both hypothetical and categorical propositions. Thus, to say that all

men are mortal is the same as to say that if any man possesses any character

whatever then a mortal possesses that character. To say, ' if A, then B' is
obviously the same as to say that from A, B follows, logically or extralogically.
By thus identifyin(r the relation expressed by the copula with that of illation,

* There is a difference of opinion among log,icians as to whether -< or = is the simpler relation. B
in my paper on the Logic of Relatives, I have strictly demonstrated that the preference must be given to -< in
this respect. The term simpler has an exact meaning in logic; it nmeans that whose logical depth is smaller;
.that is, if one conception implies another, but not the reverse, then the latter is said to be the simpler. Now

to say that A = B implies.that A -< B, but niot conversely. Ergo, etc. It is to no purpose to reply that
A -< B implies A = (A that is B); it would be equally relevant to say that A -< B implies A = A. Con-

sider an analogous case. Locgical sequence is a simpler conception than causal sequence, because every causal
sequence is a logical sequence but not every logical sequence is a causal sequence; and it is no reply to this

to say that a logical sequence between two facts implies a causal sequence between some two facts whether the
same or differenit. The idea that = is a very simple relation is probably due to the fact that the discovery
of such a relation teaches us that instead of two objects we have only one, so that it simplifies our conception

of the universe. On this account the existence of such a relation is an important fact to learn; in fact, it has

the suim of the importances of the two facts of which it is compounded. It frequently happens that it is more
convenient to treat the propositions A -< B and B -< A together in their form A = B; but it also frequently
happens that it is more convenient to treat them separately. Even in geometry we can see that to say that

two figures A and B are equal is to say that wheni they are properly put together A will cover B and B will

cover A; and it is generally necessary to examine these facts separately. So, in comparing the numbers of two
lots of objects, we set them over against one another, each to each, and observe that for every one of the lot
A there is one of the lot B, and for every one of the lot B there is one of the lot A.

In looic, our great object is to analyze all the operations of reason and reduce them to their ultimate
elements; and to make a calculus of reasoning is a subsidiary object. Accordingly, it is more philosophical to
use the copula -<, apart from all considerations of convenience. Besides, this copula is intimately related
to our natural logical and metaphysical ideas; and it is one of the chief purposes of logic to show what
validity those i(leas have. Moreover, it will be. seen fuirther on that the more analytical copula does iA poiInt
of fact give rise to the easiest method of solving p)roblems of logic.
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we identify the proposition witlh the inference, and the ternm with the proposition.
This identification, by means of which all that is found true of term, proposition,

or inference is at once known to be true of all three, is a most important engine
of reasoning, which we have gained by beginning with a consideration of the
genesis of logic.*

Of the two forms A -< B and A -< B, no doubt the former is the more
primitive, in the sense that it is involved in the idea of reasoning, while the
latter is only required in the criticismi of reasoning. The two kinds of proposition are essentially different, and every attempt to reduce the latter to a special
case of the former must fail. Boole attempts to express 'some inen are not

mortal,' in tlle form ' whatever inen have a certain unknown character v are not
mortal.' But the propositions are not identical, for the latter does not imply

that some men have that character v; and, accordingly, from Boole's proposition
we mnay legritiinately infer that ' whatever mortals have the unknlown character v
are not men'; yet we cannot reason from ' some men are not mortal' to ' some

mortals are not men.' t On the other hand, we can rise to a more general forrn
under which A -< B and A K B are both included. For this puirpose we

write A -< B in the form A -< B, where A is sonme-A and B is zot-B. T
general form is equivocal in so far as it is left undetermined whether the proposition would be true if the subject were impossible. When the subject is general

this is the case, but when the subject is particular (i. e., is subject to the modifi-

cation somne) it is not. The greneral form supposes merely inclusion of tile stubject
inder the predicate. The short curved mark over the letter in the subject shows

that some part of the term denoted by that letter is the subject, and that that is
asserted to be in possible existence.

The modification of the siubject by the curved mark and of the predicate by
the straight mark gives the old set of propositional forms, viz.:
A. a -< b Every a is b. Universal affirmative.
E. a -< b No a is b. Universal negative.
I. a < b Some a is b. Particular affirmative.

0. 4 < b Some a is not b. Particular negative.

There is, however, a difference between the senses in which these propo* In consequence of the identification in question, in S -< P, I speak of S indiffereently as subject, antecedent, or premise, and of P as predicate, consequent, or conclusion.

t Equally unsuccessful is Mr. Jevons's attempt to overcome the difficulty by oml-itting, particular propositions, ' because we can always substitute for it [some] more definite expressions if we like.' The same reasoi
might be alleged for neglecting the consideration of nlot. But in fact the forin A_< B is required to eniable us

to simiply deny A -< B.
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sitions are hiere taken and those which are traditional; namely, it is usually
understood thlat affirnmative propositions imply the existence of their subjects,
while negative ones do not. Accordingly, it is said that there is an immediate

inference from A to I and from E to 0. But in the sense assumed in this
paper, universal propositions do not, while par- A

ticular propositions do, imiply the existence of their I
subjects. The following figure illustrates the pre- I

cise sense here assigned to the four forms A, E, 1, 0. li11 l 4
In the quadrant marked 1 there are liiies

which are all vertical; in the qua.drant marked 2 \/ \ , , j' E
some lines are vertical and some not; in quadrant \' \\ -,

3 there are lines none of which are vertical; and "' 2- 3\

in quadrant 4 there are no lines. Now, taking line
as subject and vyertical as predicate, 'iS
A is true of quadrants 1 and 4 and false of 2 and 3.

E is true of quadrants 3 and 4 and false of 1 and 2.
I is true of quadrants 1 and 2 and false of 3 and 4.

0 is true of quadrants 2 and 3 and false of 1 and 4.
Hence, A and 0 precisely deny each other, and so do E and I. But any other
pair of propositions may be either both true or both false or one true while the
other is false.

De Morgan (On the Syllogism, No. I., 1846, p. 381) has enlarged the system
of propositional forms by applying the sign of negation which first appears in

A < B to the subject and predicate. He thus gets
A < B. Every A is B. A is species of B.
A < B. Some A is not B. A is exient of B.
A-KB. No A is B. A is external of B.
A < B. Some A is B. A is partient of B.

A -< B. Everything is either A or B. A is complement of B.

A -< B. There is something besides A and B. A is coinadequate of B.
A < B. A includes all B. A is genus of B.

A < B. A does not incltude all B. A is deficient of B.
De Morgan's table of the relations of these propositions must be modified to

conform to the meanings here attached to -< and to <.
We might confine ourselves to the two propositional forms S -< P and

S -< P. If we once go beyond this and adopt the form S -< P, we must, for
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the sake of completeness, adopt the whole of De Morgan's systemn. But this

system, as we shall see in the next section, is itself incomplete, and requires to

complete it the admission of particularity in the predicate. This has already
been attempted by Hamilton, with an inicompetence which ouLglht to be extraordiniary. I shall allude to this matter fLurtlher on, but I shall not attemYlpt to say
how many forms of propositions there would be in the conmpleted system.*

? 4. Thle Algebra of the Copula.
From the identity of the relation expressed by the copula with that of
illation, springs an algebra. In the first place, this gives us

x

<

(1)

the principle of identity, which is thus seen to express that whIat we have

hitherto believed we continue to believe, in the absence of any reason to the
contrary. In the next place, this identification shows that the two inferences
x

y
z

anid

g.(y

x

(2)

-)

are of the same validitv. Hence we hiave

x <(y z)}I y = { (x 't z)Vt (3)
From (1) we have
(x !y) (x y),

whence by (2)
x -y x

*.

is a valid inference.

y

(4)

By (4), if x and x X y are true y is true; and if y and y Xz are true z is
true. Hence, the inference is valid
x x hy y z

By the principle of (2) this is the same as to say that

Xa
is

a

valid

y<y

inference.

<z

(5)

This

*

is

tlh

In this connection see De AMorgan, On th
t Mr. Hugh McColl (Cldeulus of Equivalen
of incluision several times in the same pr
section.
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statement of its validity lhas been called the dictun d
but it is best regarded, after De Morgan,* as a statement that the relation signified
by the copula is a transitive one.t It may also be considered as implying that

in place of the subject of a proposition of the form A < B, any subject of
subject may be substituted, and that in place of its predicate any predicate of

that predicate maybe stibstituted. t The same principle may be algebraically

conceived as a rule for the elimination of y from the two propositions x
and y z.?
It is needless to remark that any letters may be substituted for x, y, z; and

that, therefore, y, gj Z, some or all, may be substituted. Nevertlieless, after
these purely extrinsic changes have been made, the argument is no longer called

Ba,rba) a, but is said to be some other universal mood of the J1r8l fiAgre. There
are evidently eight such moods.

From (5) we have, by (2), these two forms of valid immediate inference:

S< P

.. (x <S) <(x P) (6)

and

S P

.. (P < x) < (S x). (7)
The latter may be termed the inference of contlraposition.
From the transitiveness of the copula, the following inference is valid:

(S M) (S -< P)
(S P) x
..(S M) x.

But, by (6), from (M < P) we can infer t
the inference is valid

M < P

(S-

(S M) X.

P)

<

(8)

*On the Syllogism, No. II., 1850, p. 104.
t That the validity of syllogism is not deducible froml- the priniciples of idenitity, conitradiction, and
excltuded mid(Ile, is capable of strict demiionstration. The transitiveness of the coptula is, however, impliecl in
the identificationi of the copuila-relation wvith illation, becauise illationi is obviously tranlsitive.

* The coniceptioni of substittition (already inivolved in the mediieval dloctrinie of descenlt), as wvell as the
word, was familiar to lo(ricians before the publicationi of Mr. Jevons's Substitttion of Similars. This book
argues, however, not only that inferenice is stubstitiutioni, but that it ancd indcltiction in particular consist in the

sul)stitution of siiiiilars. This doctrinie is allied to Mill's theory of inductioni.

? This iimust have beeni in Boole's miiind fiomii the first. De Morgan (Ot the Syllogism, No. II., 1850, p. 83)
goes too far in saying that " what is called elimiiniationi in algebra is called iniferenice in. logic," if he mineans, as
he seemss to (lo, that all inif-erence is eliiiiniation.
4
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269 PEIRCE: On the Alyebra of Logic.

This may be called the mninor indirect syllogismn. The follow
All men are mortal,
If Enoch and Elijah were mortal, the Bible errs;

If Enoch and Elijah were men, the Bible errs.
Again we may start with this syllogism in Barbara

(M P) (S < P),

(S XP) X;
(M AP) x..
But by the principle of contraposition (7), the first premise iminediately follows

from (S M< M), so that we have the inference valid
S < M,
(S

P)

X;

(9)

(M P) 'X.
This may be called the miap/or tnlirect syllogism.
Exacmple: All patriarchs are men,
If all patriarchs are mortal, the Bible errs;
If all inen are mortal, the Bible errs.

In the same way it might be shown that (6) justifies the syllogism

M < P.
X

(S

M);

(10)

X x (S P).
And (7) justifies the inference

S -< M,

X

<

(M

P);

(11)

X (S vP).

But these are only slight modifications of Barbara.

In the form (10), x may denote a limited universe comprehending some
cases of S. Then we have the syllogism
M P,

S

M;

(12)

.. S XP.

This is called Dctrii. A line might, of course, be drawn over the S. So, in

the form (11), x may denote a limiited universe comnprehending some M. Then
we have the syllogism
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S -<. Mn
MA

Here

a

S

line

-

jP.

(13)

P.

mnight

be

drawn

dleduced from (10) and (11) otnly by principles of interpretation whiclh require
demonstration.

On the other hand if in the Xzinor tuindiirect, 8syliogism (8), we put "what does
not occur" for x, we have by clefilition
and we then have

(sr)<XX,}-(S-'o'~~~`1~;;P)
M P,
S

<

P;

(14)

. S -< I,
whlich is the syllogism Baro/o. If a linle is drawin over P, the syllogism is called

Festinto; and by other negations eigrht essenitially idenitical forms are obtained,
which are called minor-particular moods of the second figure. * In the samle
way the major indirect syllogism (9) affords the form-

S P; (5
:eM P.
This form is called Bocardlo. If P is negatived, it is called Ditscmsa Other

negations give the eight major-particular mnoods of the tlhird figure.

We lhave seen that S ' P is of the form (S < P) -< x. Put A for
S P, and we find that A x. Then the principle of

contraposition (7) gives the imnmediate inferenco
S

P

(16)

Applying

thi

These are two in the second figure,

< y < t/y x -'< z (Camestres)
two in the third figure-,

y~ ~ z <r e7 2z :5< 2z
RJ < x y Z % X$ K Z S%;R

I De Morgan, Syllabuts, 1860, p -18.
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and two others which are said to be in the fourth figure,

x Cy y-<z .z .
But the negative has two other properties not yet taken into account. These are

x
or

x

is

not

-

<

Xz~

not-X,

x-<w
or

what

is

not

(17)

which

x

is

c

(18)

not-X

is

x

By (17) and (16) we have the immediate inference
S

<P

(19)

P- S

which is called the conversion of E. By (18) and (16) we have

S-<P
.-. P S.

(20)

By (17), (18), and (16), we have
S-<
.. P S.

P

(21)

Each of the inferences (19), (20), (21), justifies six universal syllogisms;
namely, two in each of the figures, second, third, and fouLrth. The result is that
each of these figures has eight universal moods; two depending only on the

principle that A is of the form A -< x, two depending also on the principle of
contradiction, two on the principle of excluded middle, and two on all three

principles conjoined.
The same formulao (16), (19), (20), (21), applied to the minor-particular
moods of the second figure, will give eight minor-particular moods of the first
figure; and applied to the major-particular moods of the third figure, will give
eight major-particular moods of the first figure.*
The principle of contradiction in the form (19) may be further transformed
thuis:

If (P .. C) is valid, then (C .-. P) is valid. (22)

Applying this to the minor-particular moods of the first figure,

minor-particular moods of the third figure; and applying it to the

* Aristotle and De Morgan have particular conclusions from two universal pr
rendered illogical by the significations which I attach to -< and <.
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lar moods of tlle first figure will give eight major-particular moods of the second
figcure.

It is very noticeable that the corresponding formula,
If (P.-. C) is valid, thein (C .-. P) is valid, (23)
has no application in the existing, syllogistic, because there are no syllogisms

having a particular premise and universal conclusion. In the same way, in the
Aristotelian system an affirmative conclusion cannot be drawn froinw negative

premises, the reason being, that negation is only applied to the predicate. So in
De Morgan's system the s1ubject only is made particular, niot the predicate.
In order to develop a system of propositions in which the predicate shall

be inodified in the same way in which the subject is modified in particular
propositions, we should consider that to say S P is the same as to say

(S < x) -< (P < x), whatever x may be. That
(S <P) (S x) <(P x):
follows at once from Bokard'o (15) by means of (2). Moreover, since A may be

put in the form A < x, it follows that A may be put in the form A < x, so
that by the principles of contradiction and excluded middle, A may be put in the

form A x. On the other hand, to say S < P is the same as to say (S )
(P x), whatever x may be; for

(S <P) V(S ) (P <x)}
is the principle of Ferisou, a valid syllogism of the tliird figture; and if for x we

put S, we have

(S < S) (P <S),
which is the same as to say that P S is true if the principle of contradiction

is true. So that it follows that P < S if S P from the principle of contradiction. Comparing
S
with___

S

P

or

(S

x)

(P

x)

_

P

or

(S

)

(P

x),

we see that they differ by a modification of the subject. Denoting this by a

short curve over the subject, we may write S < P for S P. We see then
that while for A we may write A < x, where x is anything wlhatever, so for A
we may write A < x. If we attach a sinmilar modificationi to the predicate
also, we have

S P or (OS > ) (P 's),
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which is the same as to say that you cani find an S which is any P you please.
We thus have

(S
a

formula

<P)

of

(P

S)

(24)

contraposition,

si

It is obvious that

(S
for,

negating

<

P)

both

<

(P

S);

(25)

propositions,

(P <S) <(S P),
which is (19). The inference justified by (25) is called the conversion of I. From

(25) we infer

x

x,

(26)

which may be called the principle of particularity. This is obviously true, because the modification of particularity only consists in chaanging (A 2 x) to

(A ), which is the same as negating the copula and predicate, and a repetition of this will evidently give the first expression again. For the same reason
we have

x<

>

(27)

which may be called the principle of individuality. This gives

(S

P)

(P

S),

(28)

and (26) and (27) together give

(S

<

P)

(P

S).

(29)

It is doubtful whether the proposition S P ouglht to be interpreted as
signifying that S and P are one sole individual, or that there is something besides S and P. I here leave this branch of the subject in an unfinished state.

Corresponding to the formule which we have obtained by the principle (2)
are an equal number obtained by the following principle:
(2') The inference
x

Either y or z
has the same validity as

x g<
Z.

From (1) we have

(x y) < (x y),
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whence, by (2),

(4')
This gives

x

.. Either (x -< y) or y.
x

Either x y or y z or z.

Then, by (2),

x-<z

(5')

..

x

<y

or

y

z,

which is the canonical form of dialogism. The minor indirect dialogism is

- <(M<P)
(8') .P. Either x (S P) or S < M.
The major indirect dialogism is

x<(S<M)

..Either x (S P) or M P.

We have also

(12')
and

(S<P)<x

.. Either (S <M) or (M < P) <x

(13') (S 2 P) -< x
We have A of the form x < A. And we have the inferences

S2-<P

s2

SP

S

P

.-. P<S. .. P<S. P-< S. ..P S.

CHAPTER II. - THE LOGIC OF NON-RELATIVE TERMS.

? 1. The Internal Atfriplication and the Addition of Logic.
We have seen that the inference
x and y
... z

is of the same validity with the inference
x

Either P or z,
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and the inference x
Either y or z

with the inference
x and 7
z.

In like manner,

is equivalent to
and to

x < y

(The possible) Either - or Y,
x which is j -< (The imnpossible).

To express this algebraically, we need, in the first place, symbols for the two

terms of secondc intention, the possible and the impossible. Let oo and 0 be the
terms; then we have the definiitions

zx

oo00

x

(1.)

whatever x may be.*

We need also two operations which may be called non-relative addition and
multiplication. They are defined as follows: t
* The symbol 0 is used by Boole; the symibol GC replaces his 1, according to a suggestion in my Logic of
Relatives, 1870.

t These forms of definition are origTinal. The ,algebra of nioni-relative terms was given hy Boole (Mllacthematical Antalysis of Logic, 1847). Boole's additionl was niot the same as that in the text, for witlh him whatever
was comnmon to the two termns added was taken- twice over in the sum1. The operationis in the text were given

as coniplements of one another, anid with appropriate symbols, by De Morgan (Ot the Syllogism, No. III., 1858,
p. 185). For addition, sull, parts, he uses aggregation, aggregate, aggregants; for multiplicationi, product,
factors, he uses composition, compouncd, comiponents. Mr. Jevons (Formital Logic, 1864) - I Tegret that I can
only speak of this work from havinig read it many years ago, anid therefore cannot he sure of doing it full

justice - improved the algebra of Poole by substituting De Morgan's aggregation for Boole's adclition. The
present writer, not having seen either De Mlorgan's or Jevons's writings on the subject, again recommelnlded the
same change (On an Improvement im Boole's Calculus of Logic, 1867), ancd showed the perfect balance existing

between the two operations. In another paper, publishedl in 1870, I introduced the sign of inclusion inito
the al,ebra.

In 1872, Robert Grassmann, brother of the author of the Ausdelhnungslehre, published a wvork entitled ' Die
Formenlehre oder MathemaWtil,' the seconid book of which gives an algebra of logic identical with that of Jevons
The very notation is reproduced, except that the universe is denioted by T instead of U, and a term is negatived
by drawing, a line over it, as by Boole, inistead of by taking, a type from the other case, as Jevons (oes. Grassnmaiini

also uses a sign equivalent to my -<. In his third book, he has other matter which lhe migi,ht halve derived
from nmy paper of 1870. Grassmaiin's treatment of the subject presents inequalities of strength; and mllost of

his results had been anticipated. Professor Schriider, of Karlsruihe, in the spring of 1877, produced his

Operationskereis des Logik-kalklls. He had seen the works of Boole and Grassmann, but not those of De Morgan,
Jevons, and me. He gives a fine dcevelopment of the algebra, adopting the ad(lition of Jevoys, andl he exhibits
the balance betweeni + and X by printing, the theorems in parallel columns, thus imitating a practice of the

geometricians. SchrLider gives an original, interesting, and commi-iodious methodl of working with the algebra.
Later in the same year, Mr. Hugh AMcColl, apparently haviing knowvn nothin-g of logical alg,ebra except from a
jejune accotunt of Boole's work in Bain's Logic, publishe(d several papers on a Galculits of Equivalent Statements,

the basis of whiclh is nothing but the Boolian algebra, with Jevons's addition and a sign of inclusion. Mr.
MAeColl adds an exceedingly ingenious application of this algebra to the transformation of definite in-tegrals.
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If a -< x and b -< x, If x < a and x -< b, (2)
then a + b x< ; then x< a x b;
and conversely, and conversely,

if

a+b

<

,

ifx

axb,(3)

then a < x and b x< . then x-<a andx b.
From these definitions we at once deduce the following formul:-

A. a < a + b a X b < a (Peirce, 1870)*
A. b a +b a b ax b b.
These are proved by substituting a + b and a x b for x in (3).
B.

x

x

+

x

x

x

=x

(Jevons,

1864).

(5)

By substituting x for a and b in (2), we get

x+ x x< x x < x ;
and, by (4),
x

xx+

x

xXX

X.

C. a + b =- b + a a X b =b X a (Boole, Jevons). (6)
These formulke are examples of the co;)nn1tative priizeiple. From (4) and (2),

b + - < a- + b a X b < b X a
and interchanging, a and b we get the reciprocal inclusion implied in (6).

D. (Ct + b) + c = a a- (b + c) a X (b X c) = (a X b) X c (Boole, Jevons). (7)

These are cases of the associative principle. By (4), c < b + c and b X c < c;
also b+c a+(b +-c) and aX(bXc)< bXc; so that c aA+(b+c)

andaX(bXc) <c. Inthesameway,b -aC+(b+c)andaX(bXc) <b,
and, by (4), a < a1+ (b + c) and a X (b X c) < a. Hence, by (2), a+ b <
a-+-(b-+-c) and aX (bX c) < X b. And, again by (2), (a+b) +c <a+
(b + c) and a X (b X c) < (a X b) X c. In a similar way we should prove the
converse propositions to these and so establish (7).

E. (a +b) a X(aX c)+(b X c) (aX b)+ c=(a+c) X (b-+-c).t (8)
These are cases of the disdrilbndive principle. They are easily proved by (4) and
(2), but the proof is too tedious to give.

F. (a + b) + c = (a + c) + (b + c) (a X b) X c = (a Xc) X (b X c). (9)

* Logic of Ilelatives (? 4); gives a X b -< a. The other forniulm, equally obvious, I d
t The first of these giveli by Boole for his additioin, was retained(l by Jevons in chan
seconid was first givenl by ml-e (1867).
5
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These are other cases of the distributltive principle. They are proved by (5),

(6) and (7). These formulke, which have hitherto escaped notice, are not witlhout interest.

G. a + (a X b) ct a X (a + b) = a (Grassmanii, Schr6der). (10)

By (4), ca < a + (a X b) a x (Ca + b) a< a.
Ag,ain, by (4), (a X b) a< a and a < a + b; hence, by (2)

a + (a X b) CG a a a X (a + b).
H.

(a+b

<a)-(b

a

x

b).

(11)

This proposition is a tranisformation of Schr6der's two propositions 21, (p. 25),
one of which was given by Grassmann. By (3)

(a + b a< a) < (b a< a) (b a< a X b) < (b a< a).
Hence, since b < b, a < a
we have, by (2),

(a?b <a) <(b <aX b) (b a< a X b) < (a + b a< a).

(a <b)(x (x<y) <(a+x-<b+y) (Peirce, 1870). (12)

I. (a < b) X (x < y) < (a X x -< b x y) (
Readily proved from (2) and (4).

J. (a <b + x)X(aXx< b)=(a b). (13)
This is a generalization of a theorem by Grassmann. In stating it, he erroneously unites the fitst two propositions by + instead of X. By (12), (5), and (8),

(a< b+x) < (aXb)+(aXx)}
But by (4)

(aXx -< b) < {(a +b) X (x+b) b}.
a/ az+b a/x b b.

Hence, by (2) it is doubly proved that

(a <b+ x) X (aXX x b) < (a -b).
The demonstration of the converse is obvious.

We have inmmnediately, froin (2) and (3),

K. (a+b-ec)=(a-c) X(b c) (c <aXb)-(c< a)X((c b) (14)
L. (c a+b)Y - I(p a)X (q b) wherep+q-c 15

(aXb e)= { E (a -p)X(b q)} wlierec=pXq. ( )
The propositions (15) are new. By (12)

{(p a< a) X (q b) (c a< a +b) wherep + q =c

{(a p<p) X (b q) (a x b < c) where c-p X q.
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And, since these are true for any set of values of p and q, we have by (2)

Y {(p ac)X(q b) } (c ct+b), wherep+q=c.
I{(ct p)X(b q)} (aXb <c), where c-pXgq.
By (4) and (8), we have

(c a+b) {(a X c)+(b X c) c}
(aX b c)< {(c+a)X (c+b)=c}.
Hence, putting

a X c=- p b X c-q, wlherep+ q c

a a+c=p b+ c-q, where p X q c,
we have

(c< a+-b) <(p -a)X(q- b), wherep+q=c
(a X b < c) < (a p< p) X (b < q), where c-p X q,
whence, by (4)

(c a+ b) Y { (p a)X (q b) wherep+q=c

(a X b < c) Y (a < p)X (b q) }where cp X q.
A formula analogous to (15) will be found below, (35).
From (1) and (2) and (4) we have

x+O~

From

(1)
x

0x

and

+

(=

zz-zXci.

so

(4),
0

-

x

0.

(16)

(17)

The definition of the negative has as we lhave seen three clauses: first, thlat Ft

is of the form a < x; second, a < a=; third, a a.
Fromn the first we lhave that if
c a

b
is valid, then
c

is valid. Or
Also, that if

(cXa

4b)

<(cX1-<a).

(18)

b
Either c or a

is valid, then
ct

is valid; or

Either c or b

Comnbining (18) and (19), we have
(aCX b c +d) (aX c- h) (20)
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By the principles of contradiction and excluded mniddle, this gives

(aX d c+) <(aX b c+d). (21)

Thus the formula

(ax b <c+d) =(ax d c+b) (22)
einbodies the essence of the negative.

If in (22) we put, first, a d b c = O, and then a =d b c, we
have from the formula of identity

axa

0

a+c

c=

(23)

We have

p =(p x x)+(p x) p=(P+x) x (p+) (24)
by the distributive principle and (23). If we write

i =p+(a X T) j=p+(b xx) k=p X (c+x) I p x (d+4),
we equally have
p

=(i

x)

+(jX

)

p

(I+x)X(k?)

(25)

Now p may be a function of x, and such values niay perhaps be assigned to

a, b, c, d, that i, j, k, 1, slhall be free from x. It is obvious that if the fun
results fromi any comnplication of the operations + and X, this is the case.
Supposing, then, i, j, k, 1, to be constant, we have, putting successively, 1, and
0, for x.

0 o i= k
00=j= I

so that

+tx(X Oo x X) + (0 x) f x-(0 + x) x (Q oc + ?). (26)
The first of these formulae was given by Boole for his addition. I slhowed
(1867) that both hold for the modified addition. These formulme are real

analogues of mathematical developmnents; but practically they are not convenient. Their conniection suggests the general formula

(a-+ x) X (b + = (a X ) + (b X x) (27)
a fornmula of frequent utility.
The distributive principle and (3) applied to (26) give

b0x+bo, + bci+40. (28)

Hence

(* =0) (0X 00 = O) ( 0b-so) (< f04+ co c). (29)
Boole gave the former, and I (1867) tlhe latter. These formlae are not convenient for elimiination.

The following formulao (probably given by De Morgan) are of great importance : -
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c X b +b a+b+ a b=GX b. (30)
By (23)

(a X b) X (a X b) < 0 o (a + b) + (a + b),
whence by (22) and the associative principle

b x (a X b) -< R Ct b + (a +)
a X b 2 + b X a + b.
By (4) and (22)

Ci a CG X b a + b ct

b a CG X b a+b b,
whence by (2)

2- +b a + b a + b C- X b.

The application of (22) gives from (11)
(b aCGX b) (a + b a ct); (31)
from (12)

(ca + b + y) (a _ b) + (x y_ y)

(ctX z b Xy) (a b)+(t y t); (3)
from (13)

(a2b) (a <b+xz)+(a x S b); (3

from (14)

(a+b c)=((a c)+(b c) (c aXb) (c< a)+(c b); (34)
from (15)

(c < a + b) = { (p < a) + (q _ b) wherep + q = c

(a x b < c) = {(a ]< ) + (b q) }wherep x q =c; (3

from (22)
(a x b c+ d)-(a X d c+ b). (36)

? 2. The Resolitdion of Pr-oblems in

Four different algebraic methods of solving problems in tlle logic of nonrelative terms have already been proposed by Boole, Jevons, Schr6der, and
McColl. I propose liere a fifth method which perhaps is simpler and certainly
is more natural than any of the otlhers. It involves the following processes:

First Process. Express all the premises with the copulas < and <, remembering, that A = B is the saine as A < B and B < A.
Second Process. Separate every predicate into as rnany factors and every

subject into as many aggregant terms as is possible witlhouit increasing the
iiunber of different letters used in any stubject or predicate.
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38 PEIRCE: On the Algebra of Logic.
An expression miglht be separated into such factors or aggregants (let us termn
them pJri)ne factors and Nltinale aggregalnts) by one or other of these fornule:
+X -(+ x x) +t(0 x

X Go (+c + X x) + ().
But the easiest method is this. To separate an expression inlto its

ultmat aoreants) product)

prtimte
factorsa
take any of all tlle different
prime
factors
slim
expression, each taken either positively or negatively (tllat is, with a dash over

le

it). By rneans of the fundamental formule

x Y< Y Y+Z

examine whether
the product take
sum j predicate J aggregant
I aultimate
auure oant t
of the given expression. If so, it is
prine an n t on

prnefactor J

fultimate aggregants ~hv

otherwise not. Proceed in tllis way until as many pm fahctors ave

been found as the expression possesses. This number is fotund in the case of a

fproduct of sums of letters as follows. Let rn be the number of dieren
sum of products 4

letters in the expression (a letter and its negative not being considered different);
let n be the total number of letters wlhetlher the same or different, and let p be

f factors 1 T ultimbate aggregants is
the iumber of j terms Tllen the number of prime fiactors f
2m + n-rp - p.

For example, let it be required to separate x + (y X z) in-to its prime factors.

Here n 3,t = 3, p 2. Hence the number of factors is tlhree. Trying
x + y + z, we have

X -< X + y + Z y X Z x< - y+z,
so that this is a factor. Trying x + y + z, we have

x < x + y + z y x z < x + y +
so that this is also a factor. It is, also, obvious that x + y + z is the third factor.
Accordingly,

x + (y x z) - (x + y + z) x (x + y + z) x (x + y + z).
Again, let us develop the expressionl

(ci + b + c) X (at + b + c) x (a + b + c).
Here rn 8,t = 9, p = 3; so that the nurmber of ultimyiate aggiregants is five.
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Of the eiglht possible products of three letters, then, only
nalmely: (a X b X c), (a X b X c) and (a X b X c). We have, then,

(a + b + c) X (a + b+ ) X (a + b + c)
(a X b X c) + (a x b X c) + (a X X x c) + (et x b x c) + (c x b X c).
Third Process. Separate all complex propositions into siinple ones by means
of the folloving formulvE from the definitions of + alnd X:

(X+Y <Z) (X Z)X(Y Z)
(X< YX Z)-(X Y) X(X __ Z)

(X+Y <Z)-(X Z)-(Y __ Z)

(X < Y X Z) =(X Y)+ (X Z).
In practice, the first three operations will generally be performed off-hband in
writing down the premhises.

'ourth Process. If we have given two propositions, one of one of the forms
a

b

+x

a

X

b,

and the other of one of the forms

c
we

may,

<d+

by

cXx

the

d

transitiveness

of

a X c < b + d.

Fiflik Process. We may transpose any terin from subject to predicate or
reverse, by changing it from positive to negative or the reverse, and at the same
time its mode of connection from addition to multiplication or the reverse. Thus,

(x x <z)= (x +z).
We may, in this- way, obtain all the subjects and predicates of any letter; or we
may bring all the letters into the subject, leaving the predicate 0, or all into the
predicate, leaving the subject oo.
Sixth Process. Any number of propositions having a common { lect }

are, taken together, equivalent to their; product
sum

As an example of this method, we may consider a well-known problenm given
by Boole. The data are

X v X(yXza+ Xto)

v x x qX < (y x z) + (9 X T)

(x X y) + (v x x XT) - (z x ') + (z X wv).
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The quvsita are: first, to find those predicates of x wh
and w; second, to find any relations which may be implied between y, z, w;
third, to find the predicates of y; fourth, to find any relation which may be implied between x, z, and w. By the first three processes, mentally performed, we
resolve the premises as follows: the first into
x F, v

X yA-wv
x z<y+w;

the second into
v XxXw y+-

v x xxX w<+z;
the third into
x y z+w

x X y X ? i+ 3
v X x X z +w

z X x +C

Z X q7v

+?w v+ y
z +ibV x

+ W V + y.
We must first eliminate v, about which we want to know nothing. We have,

on the one hand, the propositions
v x x X z +w

v X x x +i 1z+t;
and, on the other, the propositions
zT x zXv

v x x w <y+z
v x x x w y+ z

z X w <v +y

z X w v +y.
The conclusions from these propositions are obtained by taking one from

each set, multiplying tlleir subjects, adding their predicates, and omitting v.
Tlle result will be a merely empty proposition if the same letter in the same
quality as to being positive or negative be found in the subject and in the predi-

cate, or if it be found twice with opposite qualities either in the subject or in the
predicate. Thus, it will be useless to combine the proposition v X x ,f -< z + -w
with any which contains z, y, , or w, in the subject. But all of the second set
do this, so that nothing can be concluded from this proposition. So it will be
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uiseless to combine v X x X i F + q7v with any which contains x, y, z, w in
the subject, or z in the predicate. This excludes every proposition of the second

set except v X x X < y +1 , which, combined withi the proposition under
discussion, gives

x w y + + ib
or

x

X

Xw

y

+

which is therefore to be used in place of all the premnises containing v.

One of the other propositions, namely, 5 X z < g + iT is obviously contained in aniother, namely: z X wv < x. Rejectinig it, our premises are reduced
to six, namely:
C x y y + to

x y z + w

z x i < x
z Xw x

x X ? +.
The second, tllird, and sixtll of these give the predicates of x. Their product is

x 8 + z + w) X (C+ T_ + Jo) X (y + .z+zv
or

x Y X z X Z-V + Y X Z- X to + X Z X W- + g X .3 X tv + Ty X Z7 X
or

x< + zX(pX+y x %x'h,.

To find whether any relation between y, z, and
nation of x, we find the subjects of x by combining the first, fourth, and fifth
premnises. Thus we find

- x X x w+z x + x w x.
It is obvious thlat the conclusion from the last two propositions is a merely identi-

cal proposition, and tllerefore no independent relation is imnplied between y, z,
and w.

To find the predicates of y we combine the second and third propositions.
This gives

8 ( + z + w) X ( + F, +CO)
or y x x z X Jt + x X X w + z.

Two relations between x, z, and w are given in the prenmises, namely:

z X w < x and % X w x< . To find whether any otlher is implied, we elimninate y between the above propositioni and the first and sixthl premises. This gives

T X x- x X z X w' + w +;
xx tr x x z x e7 + + .
6
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The first conicluision is empty. The second is equivalent to x X w < z, wlicih is
a third relation between x, Z, and w.

Everythingu implied in the premises in regard to the relations of x, y, z, w
may be sumiimed up in the proposition
GO - x+ zX w+y X Z X it.

CIIAPTER III. - TII LOGIC OF RELATIVES.

? 1. Indvidutal cand Simple Terms.
Juist as we had to begin the study of Lo(ical Addition and Multiplication by

considering co anid 0, termis which might have been introduce(d under tlle Algeb

of the Copula, being clefined in terms of the copula only, witlhout the use of +
X, but which had not been there introduced, because they had nio applicationi
there, so we have to begin the stuLdy of relatives by consideringr the doctrine of

individtuals and simples, -a doctrine which mnakes use only of tlle coniceptions of
non-relative logic, but whiclh is whlolly without use in that part of the subject,
while it is the very foundation of the conception of a relative, anid the basis of
the metlhod of workincg with the alg,ebra of relatives.

The germ of the correct theory of individuals and simples is to be foundl in
Kanit's Critie of tle Pure R1,eason, App)end6cix to tIe ?Th,aseeededlal Diatleclic, where lhe

lays it down as a regulative priiiciple, that, if

ca < b act
then it is always possible to find such a term x, that
a

x

x

ca

x
b

b
aX

Kant's distinction of reo,ulative ancd constitutive principles is unsound, but tllis

laiw of coliuitZty, as lie calls it, mullst be accepted as a fict. The proof of it, wlicl
I have given elsewhlere, dlepends on the continuity of space, time, and the in-

tensities of the qualities which enter into the definition of aany term. If, for

instance, we say that EuLrope, Asia, Africa and Nortlh Ainerica are conltinents,
but not all the continents, there remains over only Southl Anmerica. Blt we may
clistingruish between South Anmerica as it now exists an(l Sotuth America( in formiier

geolog:ical timnes; we may, therefore, take x as including Eturope, Asia, Africa,
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North America, and South America as it exists now, and every x is a continent,
but not every continent is x.

Just as in mathematics we speak of infinitesiinals and infinites, wlhiclh are

fictitious limits of continuous quantity, and every statement involving these
expressions has its interpretation in the doctrine of limnits, so ini logic we may
define an ijdivida(al, A,' as suclh a terrn that
A 0,
but such that if

< A
tlhen

And

-

0.

in

the

same

1 < a,

but such that if
a < x

then

1

<

X.

The individual and the simple, as here defined, are ideal limits, and every
statement about either is to be interpreted by the cloctrine of limits.

Every term may be conceived as a limitless logical suim of individuals, or as
a liimitless logical product of simples; tlhus,

A, + A2 + A3 + A4 + A, + etc.
a A1 X A2 X A3 X A4 X A5 X etc.
It will be seen that a simple is the negative of an individual.

? 2. Relatites.
A relcti've is a term whose definition describes what sort of a system of objects
that is whose first member (whiclh is terimied the relatle) is denoted by the term;

and names for the other nmembers of the system (wlich are termed the correlates)
are usually appended to limit the denotation still fuLrtlher. In these systems the

order of the meimbers is essential; so that (A, B, C) and (A, C, B) are different
systems. As an example of a relative, takle Ibuyer of -for - from'; we mnay
append to this tlhree correlates, thus, I buyer of every lhorse of a certain description in the market for a good price from its owner.'

A relative of onily one correlate, so that the system it supposes is a pair, may
be called a duial relative; a relative of more than one correlate may be called

plutral. A non-relative term may be called a term of singular' refer7ence

Every relative, like every termn of sing,ular reference, is genieral; its defini-
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tion describes a system in general terms; and, as g,eneral, it may be coniceived

eitlher as a logical sum of individual relatives, or as a logical product of simiple
relatives.* An individuial relative refers to a system all the mnembers of wlhich
are individual. The expressiolns

(A: B) (A: B: C)
may denote individutal relatives. Taking dual individual relatives, for instance,
we may arrangc,e them all in an infinite block, tltus,
A:A A:B A:C A:D A:E etc.
B: A B: B B C B:D B1: E etc.

C:A C:1B C: C C: D C: E etc.
D:A D:B D:C D:D D:E etc.
E:A
etc.

E:1B

E:C

E:D

etc.

etc.

etc.

E:E

etc.

etc.

In the same way, triple individual relatives may be arranged in a cutbe, anld so
forth. The logrical sum of all the relatives in this infinite block will be the rela-

tive universe, se , where
x -< co,

whatever dual relative x may be. It is needless to distiniguish the duial univ
the triple universe, etc., because, by adding a perfectly indefinite additional
ber to the systeni, a dual relative may be converted into a triple relative, etc.
Thus, for lover of a vomawn we niay write lover7 of a woman coexisting with anything.
In the same way, a term of single reference is equivalent to a relative witlh an

indefinite correlate ; thus, wvoman is equivalent to twomnan coexisting wuiltl anything

Tlhus, we shall have
A A: A + A: B + A: C + A: D + A: E + etc.
A: B A:B:A+A:B:B+A: B:C +A:B:D+ etc.

Frorn the definition of a simple term given in the last section, it follows that
every simiple relative is the negative of anl individual term. But while in non-

relative logic negation only divides the universe into two parts, in relative log,ic
the same operation divides the universe into 2"1 parts, where n is the number of
objects in the system which the relative supposes; tlhus,
so A +BA

ae-A: B + A: B + A: f3 +A-: 1
X In mv Logic of Relattives, 1870, I have used this expression to (lesigiate what I now call dlaul relatives.
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so - (A: B : C) + (At: IS: C) + (A: :13: C:) + (A : : C)

+ (A: 13: C) + (A: B: C) + (A:13: C) + (A: 1 : C).
Here, we have
A=A:B+A:B: I; A? A:B+A:B;
A: B=A: B: C +A: B: C; A: B - A: B: C + A: 13: C;
A: B A:B: C+A: B: C; A: B A: 13: C+A B: C.
It will be seen that a term which is individual when considered as n-fold is not
so when considered as more than n-fold; but an n-fold termn wlhen made (mn + n)-

fold, is inidividual as to gi memibers of the system, and indefinite as to mn mernbers.
Instead of considering the system of a relative as consisting of non-relative

individuals, we mnay conceive of it as consistinig of relative individuals. Tulls,
since
A A: A + A: B + A: C + A: D + etc.,
we hiave

A: B (A: A) :B + (A: B): B + (A: C): B + (A: D): B + etc.
But

B B: A + B : B + B : C + B : D + etc.;

so that

A :B A: (13 A) + A: (B: B) + A : (B : C) + A : (B: D) + etc.
Here we hiave evidently
In the samne way we finid

(A: C): B A : (B : C).

(A: D): (B: C) (A: C): (B1: D)
A: [(B: D): C] A: [BI: (C: D)]

[A: (C: D)] : B [(A: D) : C] : B.

? 3. Relatives coiwwcted by Tr5ansposition of Jeldate and Cor

Connected with every dual relative, as

I = (A: B) H (a: 3),
is another which is called its converse,

k-l E (B: A) HI(3: a),
in which the relate and correlate are transposed. The converse, k, is itself a
relative, being
k E [(A: B): (B: A)];

that is, it is the first of any pair wlicih emnbraces two in

each of which is the converse of the otlher. The conver
the relation itself, thus
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k-k-i 1,

or

say

kk-

1.

We lhave also

k-il Hk-l
kE Ek

In the case of triple relatives there are five transposi

b - [(A :B) C] E [A (C :B)],

we may write

lb = [(B A) C] E[B (C A)]
Jb [A: (B: C)] - [(A: C): B]
Kb - E [C: (A: B)] X [(C : B) : A]
Lb E[(C :A) :B] - [C: (B: A)]

Mb = E [B: (A: C)] E [(B C) : A].
Here we have LM =ML 1
II JJ 1?K =1
llJJJK~Kl I
IJ-=JK -KI = L

JI KJ -1K = M
IL MI J =JKMLK
JL MJ- K IM - LI
KL MK-I-JM = LJ.

If' we write a: b to express the operation of putting A in place of B in the
origrinal relative

b E [(A: B) : C] = i [A: (C : B)],

then we hlave

I a : b + b a + c: c

J a- : a + b: c + c: b

K a: c + b : b + c: a
L-a : b + b : c + c : a

M ac : c + b : a + c: b
1- a : ac + b : b + c : c
Then we have
I+J+K I +L+M,

which does not imply

(It+lJ +rK) l (l1+ L + M) 1.

In a simQilar wtay the n-foldl relative wYill hlave (n)t! - 1) tranXsposition-functio
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? 4. (a ssflceaio n oJ I,elalies.
Inidividual relatives are of onie or other of the two forms
A:A A:13,
and simple relatives are necgatives of one or other of these two forms.

The forms of greneral relatives are of infilite variety, buit the followilng mnay
be particullarly nioticed.

Relatives may be divided into those all wlhose indlividual aggregfants are of

the for-m A: A (and those which conitain individutals of the forml- A: B3. The

former may be called concarr) -enls, the latter opjponendts. Conleurrent-s express
mnere ao'reement aioon, objects. Sueli, for instaniec, is the relative 'mian I/itat
s -,' anid a similar relative maiy be forined from any termyi of singrular reference.
We may denote suelh a relative by the symnbol for the terim of sing'ular reference

with a comnma after it; tlhus (in,) will denote I'mlan that is -' if (9n) (denlotes
'mlan.' In the samne way a com-lma affixed to an n-fold relative Avill conivert it

into an (n-+ 1)-fold relative. Tlhus, (1) beingr Ilover of -,' (1w) will be Ilover
that is - of-.

The negative of a concurrent relative will be one eachl of whose simple com-

ponieits is of the form A : A, an-cd the ne,aftive of ani opponen-t relative Avill bie
one wbhichl las components of the form A : B.

We may also divide relatives into those which colntain indlividutual a(ggreg,ants
of the form A : A an-d those whliclh contain onlly agg,reg,ants of the form-i A : B.
The former may be called seif-relalives, the latter aelalivs. We also lhave negatives of self-rel-atives ancd neg,atives of alio-relatives.

These different classes lhave the following, relations. Ever-y ne(rative of a

concurrent and every alio-relative is both an opponenit anld the neg,ative of a
self-relative. Every concurrent and every negative of an alio-r-elative is both
a self-relative anld the negative of aan opponent. There is onily onie relative
wlichl is both a concurrent and the neg,ative of an alio-relative; this isI identical

with-.' There is only one relative whlichl is -at once an alio-relative and the
negative of a conicurrent; this is the niega(tive of the last, n.amlely, ' other
thlan-.' The followinig pairs of classes are nutually exclLusive, and dlivide .all
relatives between them:

Alio-relatives alnd self-relatives,

Concurrents ancd opponents,
'NegTTatives of alio-relatives anid negcatives of self'-Prelatives,

Negaltives of conicurrenits and negatives of opponents.
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No relative can be at once either an alio-relative or the negative of a con-

current, and at the same time either a concurrent or the negative of an aliorelative.

We may append to the symbol of any relative a semicolon to convert it

into an alio-relative of a hiigher order. Tlhus (1;) will deniote a ' lover of- that
is not -.'

This completes the classification of dual relatives founcled on the difference

of the fundamental forms A: A and A: B. Similar considerations applied to
triple relatives would give rise to a highly complicated development, inasmuch

as here wve have no less than five fundamental forms of individuals, namnely,
(A :A) :A (A: A): B (A: B): A (B: A): A (A :B) :C.

The number of individual forms for the (n + 2)-fold relative is
2 + (2 - 1) . 3 + 2- { (3 -1) - 2 (21 -1)14+4 {(4 - 1)- 3 (3fl -1)

+ 3 ( 2 1 ) . 5 + ( 5, 1 ) -4 (4, - 1) + 6 1 ) -4 (2" 1 ) }*6
+ 5!i(6 l)5( 5, 1 ) + 10 ( 47 1 ) -10 ( 31 1 ) + 5 (2 - 1 ) }.7 + e tc.
If this number be called fit, we have

'Af0 =f(n1 - 1)
f0' 1.
The form of calculation is
1

2
5

1

1
3

10

2

7

5

52 37 27 20 15
203 1,51 114 87 67 52

where the diagonal line is copied number by number from the vertical line,
as fast as the latter is computed.

Relatives may also be classified according to the general amount of fillino nip
of the above-mentioned block, cube, etc. they present. In the first place, we

have such relatives in whose block, cube, etc. every line in a certain direction
in which there is a single individuial is completely filled up. Suell relatives may

be called complete ini regard to the relate, or first, second, tlhird, etc. correlate.
The dual relatives which are equivalent to terms of singular reference are complete as to thleir correlate.
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A relative may be incomplete with referenice to a certain correlate or to its

relate, and yet every individual of the universe may in somne way enter inlto th
correlate or relate. Such a relative may be called unlindied in reference to the

correlate or relate in question. Thus, the relative
A:A+A: B+C:C+C: D+E:E+E:F +[G:G+G:HI+etc.
is urnlimited as to its correlate. The negative of an unlimited relative will be
unlimiiited unless the relative has as an integrant a relative which is complete
with regard to every other relate and correlate than that with reference to
which the given relative is unlimited.
A totally unlimited relative is one wlhich is unlimiited in reference to the

relate anld all the correlates. A totally unlimited relative in which each letter
enters only once into the relate and once into the correlate is termed a st8bsliltidion.

Certain classes of relatives are characterized by the occurrence or non-

occtrrence of certain individual aggregants related in a definite way to others
which occur. A set of individual dual relatives eaclh of which has for its relate

the correlate of the last, the last of all being considered as preceding the first

of all, may be called a cycle. If there are n individuals in the cycle it may be

called a cycle of the nt" order. For instance,
A:B B:C C:D D:E E:A

may be called the cycle of the fifth order. Now, if a certain relative be such

that of any cycle of the ntt" order of whiclh it containis any in ternms, it also contaiiis the remaining (n - m) terms, it inay be called a cyclic relative of the
9ttli order and mth' degree. If. on the other lalnd, of any cycle of the ntt order of

which it contains m terms the remaillin g (n - m) are wanting, the relative may
be called an anticyclic relative of the ntdl order anld ittl degree.
A cyclic relative of the first order and first degree contains all individual
components of the form A: A. A cyclic relative of the second order anld

first degree is called an equjiparcad in opposition to a disqidparcod.
A highly important class of relatives is that of transitives; that is to say, those
which for every two individual ternms of the forms (A: B) and (B : C) also

possess a term of the form (A: C).
? 5. Thae Conwposition of Ielatives.

Suppose two relatives either inidividual or simple, and havinig the relate or
correlate of the first identical with the relate or correlate of the seconid or, of
7
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its negative. This pair of relatives will then be of one or other of sixteen
forms, VIZ.:

(A: B) (:0 C) (A: B) (B: C) (A: B) (B: C) (A: B) (B: C)
(A:B) (C:B) (A: B) (C: B) (A: B) (C: B) (A: B) (C: 1)
(B: A) (B: C) (B: A) (B: C) (B: A) (B: C) (B:A) (B C)
(B:A) (C:B) (B:A) (C:B) (B:A) (C:1B) (B:A) (C:B).
Now we may conceive an operation upon anly one of these sixteen pairs of

relatives of such a nature that it will produce one or other of the four forimis
(A : C), (A : C), (C : A), (C : A). ThuLs, we shiall hiave sixty-four operations
in all.
We may symbolize them as follows: Let

A: B (H 1) B: C-A: C;

that is, let (111) sicnify such an operation that this formula necessarily
The three lines in time sign of this operation are to refer respectively to the first

relative operated upon, the second relative operated upon, and to the result.
When either of these linles is replaced by a lhyphen (-), let the operation sig-

nified be such that the negative of the corresponding(, relative must be substituted
in the above formula. Thus,

A: B (-II) B: C =A: C.

In the same way, let a semicircle (s) signify that the converse of the corresponding, relative is to be taken. The hyphen and the semicircle may be used

togretlher. If, then, we write the symbol of a relative witlh a semicircle or
over it to denote the converse of that relative, we shall have, for example,

A:B (H|) B:C A:C.
Then any combination of the relatives ca anid e, in this order, is equivalent
to others formed fioin this by making any of the followving clhanges:

Pirst. Putting a straight or curved mark over ca anid changing the first

mark of the signil of operation in the corresponding wtay; tllat is,
for (', from to or from to or conversely,

for a, from to - or from to or conversely,
for Cb, fromn to or from - to or coniversely.
Seconid. Makinig similar simultaneous modifications of e and of the second
nark.

Thirdl. Clhang,ing the third mark from I to - or from to l; or conversely,
and simultaneously writing the mark of negation over the whole expressionl.
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FJourth. Clthanging the tllird mark from I to or from

and interchanging Ca and e and also the first a(d second marks.

We lhave thus far defined the effect of the sixty-four operations when certain
members of the individual relatives operated upon are identical, When these

meinbers are not identical, we may suippose eithler thlat the operation- II produces either the first or second relative or 0. We cannot stuppose that it
produces oc for a reason which will appear further oi. Let us elect the formula

A :B (I I1) C.:D = O.
The other excluded operations will be ilncluded in a certaint manner, as we
shall see below. Froin this formuila by ineanis of the rules of equivalence, it
will follow that all operations in wlhose synmbol there is no lhyphien in thoe tllird

place will also give 0 in like circumstanices, whlile all othlers will give 0 or oo.

We have thus far only definied the effect of the sixty-four operations upo
individual or simple terms. To extenid tlhe definitions to otlher caffses, let uis
stuppose first that the rules of equivalence are genermally valid, an-:d second, th]at

If ca -< b and c < d tlhen a () b -< (I)
or

( b) x (c<:) c(1! -< (1 a11 cG b

Then, this rule will hold good in all operations in whose synibols the first ancd
second plafces agree with the third in respect to havinu or not hiaving hyphens.

For operations, in whose syiimbols the {sfirst mi-ark disagrees witlh the tlhird
secopdI
in this respect we must write J b instead of { a in this rule.
)cI -< c, e c i j

Thus, the sixty-fouir operations are d

one of the four rules so produced they

It now appears that onily the hypl
significance in reference to the rule which an operation follows. Let us

accordingly reject all operations wvhose symbols contain curved marks, and the
remaini only eight. For these eight the following formulT hold:

A: (B ) B : C A:C A:B( )B:Cn -A:C
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A:B ( C) C:D-0 A:B (H-) C:D=GC
A:B ( C-) :D=O A:B _C:D=O
A:B (--1) C :D 0 A:B (---) C :D O

(a- b) X (c d) Xa (I1H) c b (H ) d}

(a-< b) X (c d) {a( ---) c <b (---)d}

(b <a) x (c cl) l{c (-H1) c b (-1) d}
(b a< ) X (c d) la C --) c b (--) dI
(a b) X (d c) {a (C- ) c <b (1-1) cl}
(a b) X (d c) a (-c-) b (-I-) d}

(b <a) x (d c)< I a (--I) c-<b (--I) d}
(b a< ) X (d c) {a (iI-) c b (HI-) d}
As it is inconvenient to consider so inany as eighbt distinct operations, we
may reject one-half of these so as to retain one under each of the four rules.

We mlay reject all tllose whose symbols contain an odd numiber of hyphens (as
being negative). We then retain four, to which we miay assign the following
names and symbols:

C ( ) e - ae Relctive or exlerncl nimlliplication.
a (| - -) e ae Regressive involittio.

a (- f -) e ce Progressive involdtion.
a (--1) e aoe Transaddilion.*

We have then the following table of equivalents, negatives, and converses: t

__

ae

x~~~~~~~~~~~

__

___

e .a- c
a-e
Rof-6ee =e
4C-=
eot

e Ft - '' S: - a Re e a=aoe a =

ee

=

e

_

___

a

eo-

e Fae=a a- aoe eoCG eae eoa
aoe FUiT ae e c a ea e a

* The first three of these were studied by De AMorg

above anames for the first three (except the adjective inte
imly Logic of Relatives.
t A simiiilar table is given by De Morgan. Of course, it lacks the symmetry of this, because he had not

the fourth operation.
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If I denote ' lover' and s I servant, then
Is denotes whatever is lover of a servant of -,
ls whatever is lover of every servant of -,

Is wlhatever is in every way (in which it loves at all) lover of a servant,
los whatever is not a non-lover only of a servant of or whatever is not a lover of everything but servants of or whatever is some way a non-lover of somne thing besides servants of-,
? 6. Mifetlhods in Ihie Algebrca of Relatives.

The universal method in this algebra is the inetlhod of limits. For certain
letters are to be substituted an infinite sum of individuals or product of simiples;
whereupon certain transformnations becomne possible whicll could not otherwise
be effected.

The following tlheorems are indispensable for the application of this method:
Ist.

A;B=

(A:

B)

+

kB.

Since B is equivalent to the relative term whiclh comprises all individual

relatives whose relates are not B, so k B 1nay be convenienitly used, as it is here,
to express the aggregate of all individual relatives whose correlate is B. To

prove this proposition, we observe that

lA B I(A: B).
Now l(A: B) contains only individual relatives whose correlate is B, and of
these it contains tlhose wliclh are not included in I (A: B). Ilence the nega-

tive of l(A:B) conitains all individual relatives whose correlates are not B,
together with all contained in I (A: B). Q. E. D.
2d.

A:

B

(A:

B)l

+A.

Here A is used to denote the aggregate of all individual relatives wlhose relates are not A. This proposition is proved like the last.

*3d.

A:B'=(A:B)I+

A.

This is evident from the second proposition, because
A: B' - (A: B) 1

4th.

'A1B

I(A:B)+k13.

Another method of working with the algebra is by means of negations. Tliis

becomes quiite indispensable wheni the operations are defined by negations, as in
this paper.
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To illustrate the use of these methods, let us investigate tlle relations of
lb and Ib to lb when 1 and b are totally unlimited relatives.

Write I - i (Li: M) b - Ea (B : Cj)
Tllen, by the rules of the last section,
lb < L :M b lb _< B: C.

whence, by the second and third propositions above,

'b--<(Li:Mi)b+L+i lb l(Bj: Cj)+kBj.
But by the first rule of the last section
hence,

(Li: MO)b lb l(B:Cj) <lb;

'b lbb +Li lb lb +kBj.
There will be proposition-s lilie these for all the different values of i and j.

Multiplying together all those of the several sets, we lhave

lb < lb + HiLi lb lb + HkB.
But

JIILi - H:;il^ IlJkBj = jkBJB
and since tlle relatives are unlimnited,

iLi co EOXkB,=co
hence

YLqLi 0 Y-)kBj yO;
lb < lb lb < lb.

In the same way it is easy to show that, if tlle negatives of I and b are totally
unlimited,

I'- I, b lb -lo,b.

? 7. Thte Gezeral Fornulce for Relatites.

The principal forn-ulaT of this algebra may be divided in

and association formidw. The distribution formuilx are those
alent of a relative compounded with a suim or product of two relatives in such

terms as to separate tlle latter two relatives. The association formulku are thoose
which give the equivalent of a relative A compounded witlh a comnpound of B

and C in terins of a coiiipound of A and B compounded witlh C.
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I. DISTRIBUTION FORMUL}
1. AFFIRMATIVE.

i. Simple Formulw.
(a + b) c ctC + bc a (b + C) ab + ac

(a X b)c CLC X be ab +c = a b X atC
a+b< b aC X bC a(b X c) =ab X ac

(aX b)oc =(aoc)+(boc) ao(b X c)- (aob)+(a(oc)
ii. Developments.

(a X b) cllp { a(c Xp) + b (c X p) a(b X c)-1IT { (a X_p) b +((a X p)c

(a + b)c -p { (tC xP X be xf abX c ( { (a+))b X (a +])c}
(a xb)C { (c + p) X a(c+ p) X b(b+C) p { aX ap X aXP C;
(a + b)oc = {Cab(c +p) + bo(c +)} ao(b + c) H (a +p)ob + (a + )Oc

2. NEGATIVE.

i. Simple Formidw.

(a+b)c ac X be ,a(b+c) = ab + ac

(a X b)c ac + bc ab+c - ab + cto
a+bbc aC + bC a(b X c) ab + ac
(a X b)oc C aoc X boc ao(b X c) aob X atoc

ii. Developments.

(a X b) c -p r a(c Xp) X b(c Xjp)} a(b X c) -zp (C Xp) b
(a? + b)c =Jap ac x P + be x P ab xc_l (a(+a) + + j)c

(a X b)c =H p(c + p) + (C + a( b + )) ,xPb+axPc}
.

(a+ b)oc= Ea{ao(+p) X bo(c+p)} ao(b+ c)XEp {(a 4p)ob X (a +p-)oc
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II. ASSOCIATION FOIIMULIE.
1. AFFIRMATIVE.

i. Simple Formullce.

a(bc) = a (be) (alb) c (ab)c a bC) = a(bc) (tb)C = (ab)C

ao(bc)- 0 6(bc) -(ao b)~ (aotb). c a(be) a.( bc) (a b))o-eab
ao(bc) -a(bc) (a b)c ((61)) c a ('c) a(b.) =(ab) - (ab)oc

a (b c) a (bo c) -(ab)oc (ab) C a(bc) ao(bc) = (aob)
ii. Developments.
(A and E are inidividual aggregants, and a and E simple components of a
and e. The sumnmations and products are relative to all such aggregants and
components. The formulx are of four classes; and for any relative c either
all forinmula of Class I or all of Class 2, and also either all of Class 3 or all of
Class 4 hold good.
CLASS

1.

CLASS

2.

a (bc) =a(bc) =H{(Ab)c} =-{(A6)c( ( eod)e(Cod)' -F{co(clE)}=:I{cl'd)

aC-8) = ao (bc>)= j (caob)c~ = (ab)c= (c f l()e = (cOd)oe-- {(e' C = ("e }
aCo(bcC)a= a T{(a1))T } b I{(a b)c (W')oe - (c 'e FIJcO(cloc)} = JI{ ()

a(bc) a (,(bc) - EI(Ab)c I (Ab)c (()e = (cd) e = C(dE)1 = 2{co(d E)
CLASS

3.

CLASS

4.

(6(bo(bo ao(= oc) I ((al a (ib)c} (cd)e (ed)oe z {I "(doE)j I {c(doE) I
a(boc)=a (boc)Hn;(Ab)o II1(b)c} (cd)e = (ccl)= IITc(dE)} Hc((lE)}

a(bC) - a(bc) _ E4A)e; = Y(Ab) c} (Cd))? (cc)e - c(c1E)} = Xe(dE)}
ao (bC) = c) _ H={((aob) cG} = I ?)C} (cd)oe = (c'()e - ITI c(`'E) -

The negative formulke are derived from the affirnmative by simply drawin
or erasing, lines over the whole of eaclh member of every equation.
In order to see the general rules which these formulx follow, we must im-

agine the operations synmbolized by three marks, as in the comrnencement of this
clhapter. We may term the operation uiniting the two letters within the parenthesis the inderior operation, anid that which unites the whole parenthesis to the
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thlird letter the exterior operation. fBy Ywctiom-mr/ocks will be meant, i

parenthesis p folioes the third letter, the t first t mark of the symb

} S j precedleSsS C i econdo I

interior operation and the isecnd } mnark of tle synibol of tle exterior operafirst s h yblo h xeiroea

tion. Using these terms we mnay say that tlhe exterior juncietion-nark and the

third m-ark of the interior operation may always be chanoed together. When
they are the same there is a simple association form-ula. This formnuila consists
iii the possibility of simultaneoulsly interchlang,inig the junctioni-inarks, the th-iird

marks, anid the exteriority or interiority of the two operationis. WhIen the exterior jiunction-mark anld the tlhird mlark of the interior operation are u-nlike,
there is a developuiental associationi formuila. The genieral term of thiis rormnul
is obtainied by makinr the same initerchang,es as in the simuple formule, anid then
chang,ing, Ca to A wlheni after these interchanges ab or ab occurs in parenitlhesis

changing ab to a wlhen ab or ca-b occurs in parenthesis, changingr e to E wlhen
de or de occu-trs iii parenthlesis, and changing e to E wlhen de or d. e occuirs in
parenthesis. When the tlhird mark in the symbol of the exterior operation is

affirlmative the developmenit is a siummation; whe7 n this marlk is negative th
is a continued produict.

In the first columnLi of formulx, the second markl in the sign of the initerior

operation is a line in Class I anid a hiyphen in Class 3. In the secondi column,
the first mark in the sign of the interior operation- is a lhyplheln in Class 2 land a
line in Class 4.

(T 1)e (lontinued.)

NOTE TO PAGE 47.

The relative 0 ought to be consideredt as at onIe a concirrent, and(I ani aijo-relative, andt the relati

onice the negative of a concurrent ancl the nieg,ative of aIn alio-retative. The statem-ents in the tex
be nmodified to this extent.

8
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